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ABSTRACT
In recent years, social media users spend significant amount of time
on Short-Form Video (SFV) platforms. Its success in creating an
immersive viewership experience is not only from the content, but
also due to its unique UI innovation: instead of providing choices for
users to click, SFV platforms actively recommend content to users to
watch one at a time. In this paper, we highlight unique challenges
rooted from such UI changes for SFV recommendation system
design. Firstly, there is yet much unexplored for sources of system
biases under the new UI, as there are no clicks nor the common
click-based position biases. Additionally, when training multiple
types of user activities, positive labels for activities like sharing and
commenting can be much sparser and more skewed than traditional
click-based recommendation systems, as the latter can filter non-
click impressions when generating “post-click” activities.

To tackle these challenges, we introduce a unified multi-task
ranking framework which puts two novel components all together
into an overall system for SFV recommendation. First, we iden-
tify that there are position biases of SFVs in the recommendation
sequence, namely “watch trail biases”, and introduce biases cor-
rection using trail-related information. Second, to get the most
benefits from multi-task learning, especially co-training tasks with
extremely skewed and sparse labels, we adapt a disentangle reg-
ularization to mitigate task conflicts, introduce loss upweighting
for sparse task co-training and adopt a meta-learning algorithm for
efficient weight selection. We demonstrate the effectiveness and
efficiency of the framework on one of today’s largest SFV platforms.
Our framework has been deployed to the production system for
more than 6 months.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Recent years have witnessed the evolution of online recommenda-
tion from information filtering to multi-stage deep learning based
retrieval and ranking systems [13, 18, 19, 45, 51]. While many of
the innovations target at challenges from scalability and efficiency
on user generated content [13, 16, 17, 31], we want to spotlight
one recent innovation in the UI and viewership experience called
“immersive feed”. Instead of providing different options for users to
choose from (e.g. by clicking), Short-Form Video (SFV, videos with
less than one minute length) platforms often actively recommend
content to users to watch one at a time [47]. It takes extremely
low cost for users to interact with the item, e.g. loop, swipe, do
engagements such as like, share, comment. With such engaging
experience for users, SFV platforms have risen to be the latest social
media stars, e.g. YouTube Shorts, TikTok, Instagram Reels.

The innovative immersive feed posts unique challenges to the
recommendation system design. The quality for users’ lean-back
experience (i.e. users receive information in a passive way) relies
heavily on the system’s ability to capture user interests and pro-
vide satisfying recommendations. Specifically, recommendation
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systems often have biases as models are trained with user logs
generated from the existing systems [18, 47], and such biases are
actually training data biases needed to be account for. It is essential
to understand sources for system biases in SFVs as there are no
click-based position biases [21], a common cause in traditional rec-
ommendation systems. Additionally, when capturing different types
of user behaviors, positive labels for behaviors like commenting and
sharing are more sparse and skewed than traditional click-based
recommendation systems. This is because click-based systems can
filter non-click impressions when generating “post-click” activi-
ties [6, 12, 34]. For example, jointly learning from users’ watching
and commenting signals can be quite challenging, as comments
happen on average less than once per thousand videos watches,
which can introduce severe task conflicts in multitask learning.

In this paper, we focus on the ranking stage of recommendation
systems which sorts a few hundred candidates generated by the
previous retrieval stage. To meet the above mentioned challenges,
we introduce an efficient architecture based on the widely adopted
multi-task learning (MTL) framework [12, 41, 51] that naturally cap-
tures different user behaviors. Specifically, an MTL ranking model
have multiple prediction tasks and each task is to predict one type
of user behaviors, e.g. watches, comments, likes. MTL optimizes
multiple tasks simultaneously. Figure 1 shows our MTL framework
for SFV ranking where user logs are processed as training data.
Input features are consumed by a shared bottom layer, followed
by Multi-gate Mixture-of-Experts (MMoE) [18, 33] module. MMoE
shares multiple expert sub-models across different tasks and trains
a gating network for each task to selectively combine the experts.
Outputs from MMoE are consumed by task-specific parameters
(e.g.MLP) to produce task predictions, which are compared to la-
bels extracted from user behavior signals. We highlight two novel
components in this MTL framework:

Biases correction (red components in Figure 1). We identify
the existence of watch trail biases in SFV systems, and alleviate
them by applying a learnt bias term for each task as a normalizer
or regularizer to the main model.

Task conflicts reduction (blue components). Facing tasks with
extremely skewed and sparse distributions in SFVs, we first adapt a
disentangle-based regularization [20] to MMoE for overall model
generalization. We then overcome degraded sparse task learning
with task importance upweighting. Finally, we efficiently select
weights for sparse tasks based on a meta-learning algorithm.

We summarize our contributions as follows:
• We identify recommendation system design challenges cre-
ated from the UI innovation of SFVs, i.e. an immersive feed
without clicks. By actively recommending one SFV at a time
instead of providing many options, it introduces challenges
like new system biases and more severe task conflicts com-
pared to traditional click-based recommendation systems.

• We conduct analysis to study biases created by the new UI
design, and identify the existence of biases in user watch
trails. We model such watch trail biases as a learnt bias term
to be applied to the main model.

• When developing aMTL framework that jointly learns differ-
ent types of user behaviors, we focus on co-training scenar-
ios with both dense and extremely sparse tasks. Specifically,
we introduce disentangle regularization to mitigate general
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Figure 1: Architecture of themulti-task learning framework
for SFV ranking, with novel components on watch trail bi-
ases correction (red), and task conflicts reduction (blue).

task conflicts, apply task upweighting to improve sparse task
performance during co-training, and adopt a meta learning
based strategy for efficient sparse task weight selection.

• We conduct extensive offline and live experiments to show
the effectiveness and efficiency of the framework, on one of
today’s largest SFV recommendation system. Our framework
(as shown in Figure 1) has been deployed to production for
more than 6 months.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Industrial Recommendation Systems
Many industry-scale systems adopt multi-stage recommendations
where a ranking stage follows a candidate retrieval stage, such
as YouTube [12], Google Play [45], Facebook [19], Pinterest [13].
Multitask learning (MTL) has been widely adopted in ranking sys-
tems [12, 18, 41, 51] as it efficiently optimizes different objectives
by training a single model [7], and MMoE is a popular modeling
choice [18, 33, 51] that helps mitigate task conflicts.

With the growing attention on SFV recommendations, despite
some potential ethical concerns [36], SFVs are reported to provide
significant benefits and support in various areas such as socializ-
ing [32], emotional support [32], book reading [37], tourism [29],
and education [49]. Specifically, [28] designs a recommendation
system for relevant SFVs after users clicking like buttons. [5, 6]
adopt Reinforcement Learning techniques to optimize goals such as
user retention or watch-time. [17] develops a real-time reranking
system for server-side recommendation. Here we highlight chal-
lenges introduced by SFV systems’ unique UI design, i.e. providing
users one SFV at a time instead of making them choose from many
options, resulting in no clicks. We target at optimizing users’ overall
experience instead of single metric.

Selection biases often exist in industrial-level systems [18, 47,
51] with the wide adoption of implicit feedbacks as their training
data. Position biases [1, 21, 43] are most commonly discovered
and conventionally click based [21, 34]: items ranked at top are
more likely to be clicked and treated as of good quality in training,
regardless of their actual qualities. For SFVs, [47] identifies video
duration biases and proposes Duration-Deconfounded Quantile-
based (D2Q) watch-time prediction, while we examine whether
position biases still exist without any clicks. Though propensity-
weighted methods are popular to correct for biased distribution [43,
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46], for real-world recommendation systems we adapt an efficient
strategy from [51] to fast adjust to data distribution changes.

2.2 Task Conflicts and Multitask Weights
As in SFV modeling tasks may have extremely skewed and sparse
distributions, we study existing work related to task conflicts [40]
and deep learning with class imbalance [22]. To reduce task con-
flicts that often cause degraded performance, one type of solution
is using flexible model architectures, e.g. MMoE [33], attention-
based [30] design, under-parameterized self-auxiliaries [44]. Others
focus on the optimization process, e.g. drop conflict gradient [11],
look ahead to capture task interactions [14]. We adapt a decorrela-
tion regularization technique [20] in a light-weighted way on top
of MMoE to meet efficiency challenges in industrial applications.

For imbalance learning [22], one main remediation is on data-
level to process data distributions and decrease the imbalance
level, e.g. re-sampling [3, 42], transfer learning [26]. Another is
on algorithm-level to modify the learning or decision process and
focus more on the minority class, e.g. cost-sensitive learning that
adjusts the class-specific weight [25, 48], applying new loss func-
tions [27, 39] like Focal Loss [27] to focus more on hard examples.
The novel challenge we face in SFV systems is the extremely imbal-
ance distributions under MTL set-up with large-scale data.

Another related area is multitask weighting as MTL usually com-
bines tasks by a weighted sum of losses. Weights can be adjusted
adaptively based on predefined heuristics like gradient descent,
e.g. Gradnorm [10], Uncertainty Reweighting [24]. Besides, Pareto
Optimization based methods cast MTL as multi-objective optimiza-
tion [38]. Recently, meta learning [15, 50] is applied to task weight-
ing, e.g. [35] optimizes the generalization performance estimated
by the test losses. Differently, we target at extremely sparse task
scenarios, and need algorithms to be efficient for large-scale data,
e.g. learn weights additively without retraining the whole model.

3 SYSTEM OVERVIEW
We follow a similar ranking problem definition andmulti-task learn-
ing (MTL) framework as [12, 18, 51], where a ranking system sorts a
few hundred candidate videos by their utility to users. To estimate
a candidate utility, we apply MTL to model multiple objectives,
or “tasks”, to predict different user behaviors simultaneously, e.g.
watches, comments, likes. Specifically, tasks can be classification
problems, e.g. whether a user comments on a SFV, or regression
problems, e.g. how long a user watches a SFV. Then these predicted
user behaviors will be merged by a manually tuned or learned
combination function to user utility towards the candidate.

We generate training data from user logs as shown in Figure 1.
Models are sequentially trained to consume data from earlier days
to recent days chronologically, while data samples from the same
day are randomly shuffled. Input features can be related to the can-
didate (e.g. video information and statistics), the query (e.g. user’s
watch history), and the context (e.g. devices, user demographics).
Outputs are the predictions on different tasks such as watches,
comments, likes. Those predictions are then combined in weighted
multiplication as the final ranking score for each candidate video
in serving, where such weights can be manually tuned or learnt.

Our system adopts point-wise losses [4] due to efficiency concern
at serving time.

4 MODELING TRAIL BIASES
We identify the existence of watch trail biases and propose a simple
yet effective bias correction method to mitigate the issue.

4.1 Identify Watch Trail Biases
To explore biases introduced by SFV’s innovative UI design, i.e. im-
mersive feed, we focus on position biases, which are most common
for implicit feedback training [21, 47, 51]. While position biases are
conventionally click based [21, 34], there are no clicks in SFVs as
we only present one item at a time to the user sequentially. Instead,
a new concept of “watch trail” is introduced: consecutive video
watches connected by the user’s swiping ups and downs, from the
very first watch (i.e. start of the trail) till the user quits the platform.

To evaluate trail biases, we conduct analysis of user behaviors
on trail positions with randomly promoted SFV recommendations.
Figure 2 shows relative movement of three types of user behaviors
(e.g. looping/swiping) for a certain trail position to the first trail
position. A value close to 1 means user behavior doesn’t change by
trail positions, <1 means users interacting more at the beginning of
the trail, and vice versa. We see that relative metrics keep deviating
from 1 along the trail, which proves the existence of trail biases.
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Figure 2: Relative movement of different user behaviors at
trail position x% to the 1st trail position for randomly pro-
moted SFVs, which keeps deviating from 1 along the trail.

4.2 Modeling Trail Biases
In the context of a real-world recommendation system, the approach
for modeling biases should be efficient for large-scale data and
effective in fast adaptation to changing user data distributions.
Inspired by how [51] models click biases, we model trail biases
directly from training data and apply the bias terms as regularizers
to the main model.

The high level idea is to have the model learn a calibration
factor that offsets biases based on features related to trail biases.
This allows the model to focus on a fair comparison of candidate
qualities. As shown in the red components in Figure 1, given a task,
the bias term is learnt through a shallow tower and then added
to the task logits to serve final predictions. The inputs are trail
bias related features which can be non-serving, i.e., features treated
as missing at serving time. We apply a 10% drop-out for all those
features during training to alleviate training-serving skewness.

5 MITIGATING SFV TASK CONFLICTS
To capture various user behaviors in SFV, we co-train tens of tasks.
Unique challenges includemore severe task conflicts with extremely
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skewed user behavior signals, and degraded sparse task quality
when co-training with dense tasks. To tackle these challenges, we
first introduce a regularization loss to disentangle the representa-
tions of each expert in our MMoE structure. Then we empirically
find that upweighting the losses of sparse tasks can improve sparse
task performance without hurting (too much) on dense tasks. At
last, we adopt a simple meta learning algorithm to learn the optimal
weight of the sparse tasks.

5.1 Disentangle for Multitask Learning
Compared with training single tasks, multitask learning (MTL) [18,
41, 51] becomes the choice for many industry systems as it improves
learning efficiency by sharing parameters among tasks. MTL is also
expected to improve generalization of tasks with inductive transfer.
However, MTL in SFVs faces additional challenges compared to
traditional click-based recommendations. First, as SFVs are built for
users’ lean-back experience, user behavior signals can be extremely
skewed, which might hurt generalization of some tasks. Figure 3
shows the distribution for an example regression task, whose skew-
ness is intensified by looping (i.e. one SFV is automatically repeated
unless users swipe or engage). Second, with an increasing number
of tasks, the risks of task conflicts rise. It also increases potential
spurious correlation between features and tasks according to a
recent research [20], where a causal feature for task A might be
spurious for task B.

To improve overall MTL generalization, one intuition is to make
the shared latent representation space more structured. We adapt
the Multi-Task Causal Representation Learning (MT-CRL) [20] by
applying a disentangle regularization alone over the shared MMoE
structure. It aims to make latent expert representations more in-
dependent of each other, i.e. more disentangled. Specifically, for
an MMoE structure where 𝑍𝑖 denotes the latent representation for
expert 𝑖 , we first calculate the inter-latent representations’ Pearson
correlation 𝜌 between 𝑖 and other experts, say expert 𝑗 :

𝜌 (𝑍𝑖 , 𝑍 𝑗 ) =
𝐶𝑜𝑣 (𝑍𝑖 , 𝑍 𝑗 )√

𝐶𝑜𝑣 (𝑍𝑖 , 𝑍𝑖 ) ·𝐶𝑜𝑣 (𝑍 𝑗 , 𝑍 𝑗 ))

where 𝐶𝑜𝑣 (𝑍𝑖 , 𝑍 𝑗 ) = [𝑍𝑖 − 𝑍 𝑖 ]𝑇 [𝑍 𝑗 − 𝑍 𝑗 ]. We then regularize
such correlation by minimizing its Frobenius norm and treat the
regularization as an additional loss 𝐿𝑟𝑒𝑔 to be added to the final
loss calculation 𝐿:

𝐿 = 𝐿𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 + _ · 𝐿𝑟𝑒𝑔 = 𝐿𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 + _ ·
∑
𝑖< 𝑗

| |𝜌 (𝑍𝑖 , 𝑍 𝑗 ) | |2𝐹

𝐿𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 denotes the groundtruth loss (i.e. loss between predictions
and labels). We tune a multiplier _ for 𝐿𝑟𝑒𝑔 to decide its importance.

5.2 Upweighting Sparse Task Losses
Another challenge for SFV ranking comes from training dense
and extremely sparse tasks together. Specifically, consider a binary
classification task with labels {0, 1}. e.g. to model how likely a user
likes/dislikes a SFV, given a (user, item) pair, assign 1 if the user
liked/disliked this item and 0 vice versa. Label mean is the count of
1 over the count of all examples. Dense tasks usually have balanced
label mean (∼ 0.5). Sparse tasks have much smaller label mean,
i.e., much fewer positives compared to negatives. Specifically, label
mean for sparse tasks in SFVs usually < 1𝑒−2, and can be extremely

small to the scale of 1𝑒−4 or 1𝑒−5. Compared to traditional click-
based recommendations, negative labels can be filtered by click
impressions and such “post-click” tasks are usually denser. Co-
training them is inherently challenging as gradient updates from
sparse tasks can be swamped by dense tasks on the shared layers [6].

As mentioned in Sec 2.2, there are many imbalance learning (IL)
algorithms and it is costly to explore all on real-world datasets.
To choose candidate algorithms that work for extremely sparse
scenario, we construct a synthetic dataset for empirical study. In-
spired by [23, 33, 42], we generate two tasks in a MTL set-up with
one dense and one sparse task (label mean ranging from 1𝑒−6 to
1𝑒−2). We follow Sec 2.2 to cover popular algorithms from each
IL category: e.g. sampling [3], cost-sensitive learning [25], apply-
ing new losses. We generate 1M examples and multiple runs for
each algorithm, and show the top algorithm for each category in
boosting sparse task performance in Figure 4. We omit results for
dense task as the impact are negligible, and discuss their real world
impact in Sec 6.3.2. We find that: (1) without applying IL strategies
(black triangle), sparse task suffers from co-training and the more
sparse, the more suffering; (2) upweighting sparse task losses (red
dot) generates best performance.

Formally, given an existing task set 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑠𝑡 = {𝑡1, 𝑡2, ...} in a MTL
set-up, 𝑇𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑒 (𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒 ) contain all sparse (dense) tasks in 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑠𝑡 .
With sparse task upweighting, the groundtruth loss 𝐿𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 is:

𝐿𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 = 𝐿𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒 + 𝐿𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑒 =
∑

𝑡𝑖 ∈𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒
𝐿𝑖 +

∑
𝑡𝑖 ∈𝑇𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑒

𝑤𝑖𝐿𝑖

𝐿𝑖 is loss for task 𝑡𝑖 , and𝑤𝑖 > 1 is 𝑡𝑖 ’s loss weight if 𝑡𝑖 ∈ 𝑇𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑒 .
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5.3 Meta Learning for Weight Selection
Finding proper weights for sparse tasks is non-trivial due to trade-
off between sparse tasks vs. dense tasks. Existing research [24, 38]
that tries to learn weights of task losses in a MTL setup might not
be directly applicable to extremely imbalance task co-training. To
avoid grid-search which is not realistic on large-scale recommen-
dations, we adopt a simple meta learning strategy to select proper
weights for new sparse tasks using limited data points [15, 35].

With 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑠𝑡 and a new sparse task 𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑤 , we train a meta learner
𝐺 to select loss weight𝑤𝑛𝑒𝑤 for 𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑤 from a given weight set𝑊 .
We define the combined metrics 𝑀 (𝑤) for co-training 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑠𝑡 and
𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑤 given a specific𝑤 ∈𝑊 used for upweighting 𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑤 in training:

𝑀 (𝑤) =
∑

𝑡𝑖 ∈{𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑤 }∪𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑠𝑡
𝛼𝑖 ·𝑀𝑡𝑖 (𝑤)

𝑀𝑡𝑖 (𝑤) is the metric for task 𝑡𝑖 , e.g. AUC [2], given𝑤 as loss weight
for 𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑤 in co-training. Note that using different𝑤 can affect the
metrics significantly for not only 𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑤 but also 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑠𝑡 , due to task
conflicts. 𝛼𝑖 is the importance for 𝑡𝑖 to emphasize on different tasks.
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For simplicity, we use 1.0 for our experiments. 𝐺 predicts the com-
bined metrics as𝑀 , with feature vector 𝑓 and parameters \𝐺 :

𝑀 (𝑤) = 𝐺 (𝑓 (𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑤), 𝑓 (𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑠𝑡 ),𝑤 ;\𝐺 )

𝐺 ’s features include per-task gradients from each layer of the co-
training model, task label means and loss weights, and their crosses.
We use a simple MLP with ReLU layers of size [256, 1] for𝐺 , and \𝐺
are learnt through back propagation of minimizing losses between
𝑀 and𝑀 . To generate training examples for 𝐺 , which is a pair of
new sparse task and existing tasks, we enumerate each sparse task
from 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑠𝑡 with different upweights, and the rest in 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑠𝑡 . After
𝐺 is trained, we choose𝑤𝑛𝑒𝑤 that optimizes 𝐺 ’s predictions:

𝑤𝑛𝑒𝑤 = arg max
𝑤∈𝑊

𝐺

For each 𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑤 we repeat 10 runs and select final𝑤𝑛𝑒𝑤 by majority
vote for better robustness.

6 EXPERIMENTS
We describe how we evaluate the ranking framework through both
offline and live experiments on one of today’s largest SFV platforms.

6.1 Experiment Setup and Evaluation Metrics
Our model is built upon a real-world SFV platform with tens of
billions of user interactions on a corpus of millions of items. It trains
tens of tasks simultaneously, which label mean can be as sparse as
1𝑒−4 or 1𝑒−5. We use TFRS1 to build models and Tensor Processing
Units (TPUs) for training. Similar to the set-ups in other industrial
recommendation systems [8, 12, 45], we search for optimal hyper-
parameters (e.g. learning rate, batch size) by live experiments. The
proposed multi-task learning (MTL) framework in Figure 1 has
been deployed to the production system for more than 6 months.

We conducted extensive offline and live experiments to evaluate
the MTL framework, especially for the novel components on trail
biases correction, and task conflicts reduction. For offline experi-
ments, we measure model quality by AUC for classification tasks
and RMSE for regression tasks. For live experiments, we carry out
A/B tests where a portion of real user traffic is diverted to both
control and treatment models for over 2 weeks. To measure user
performance, we focus on two types of live metrics:

• Overall Enjoyment for users on the platform [8, 9].
• Task-specific metrics for certain type of user behaviors,
e.g., number of user likes/dislikes.

For all tables in this paper, we use bold numbers to denote the best
result for a given metric, and * for numbers significant with 95%
Confidence Interval (CI).

6.2 Modeling Trail Biases
To evaluate the impact of modeling trail biases, we compare:

Control: the MTL-based model in Figure 1 without trail biases
correction (i.e. without red components).

Treatment: the Control model adding trail biases correction
technique described in Sec 4.2. The debias tower can be added to
a single task, or multiple tasks with shared embeddings for trail
biases related features.
1Tensorflow Recommenders: https://www.tensorflow.org/recommenders

Table 1 demonstrates live results for Treatment models against
the Control (offline metrics omitted for brevity). As debiasing for
all tasks outperforms other combination of multiple tasks, we only
show results for all tasks. We see that modeling trail biases boosts
model performance even when it is applied to a single task, while
applied to all tasks generates the highest gain.

Applied Task Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 Task 4 Task 5 Task 6 All Tasks
Overall Enjoyment 0.39%* 0.42%* 0.81%* 0.16% 0.84%* 0.30% 1.96%*

Table 1: Live metrics (the higher the better) on applying de-
bias tower to different tasks, vs. the model w/o debiasing.2

6.3 Mitigating SFV Task Conflicts
We evaluate each technique to improve MTL generalization indi-
vidually: disentangle regularization, upweighting sparse tasks in
co-training, and meta-learning for efficient weight selection.

6.3.1 Disentangle for Multi-task Learning. We compare between:
Control: the MTL-based model in Figure 1 without task conflicts

reduction (i.e. without blue components)
Treatment: the Control model only adding the disentangle reg-

ularization on MMoE, as described in Sec 5.1.
Table 2 shows live results for Treatment models against the

Control, with tuning the multiplier _ for regularization loss. Besides
Overall Enjoyment, we also add Regression TaskMetric (for the task
mentioned in Figure 3) and Classification Task Metric (e.g. number
of user likes/dislikes) for comparison in a finer granularity. We see
disentangle regularization boosts overall performance as well as
task-specific metrics. _ is not overly sensitive to Overall Enjoyment,
as long as it is kept within a reasonable range like 0.05 ∼ 1.

Loss Multiplier _ 0.001 0.01 0.05 0.5 1.0 10.0
Overall Enjoyment 0.15%* 0.18%* 0.33%* 0.30%* 0.29%* 0.19%*

Regression Task Metric 0.47%* 0.35%* 0.67%* 0.21%* 0.49%* 0.29%*
Classification Task Metric 0.99%* 0.77%* 1.09%* 1.32%* 0.39%* 0.79%*

Table 2: Live metrics (the higher the better) on adding disen-
tangle loss to the MMoE structure, vs. the model w/o disen-
tangle loss.

6.3.2 Upweighting Sparse Task Losses. For both Control and Treat-
ment models below, we adopt the same MMoE structure as the
Treatment models in Table 2, which has disentangled loss added:

Control (SeparateTraining): train sparse tasks separately upon
input features as shown in Figure 5(a). Each sparse task has its own
task tower (with stop gradient to prevent negative transferring to
embedding layers), and only dense tasks share a bottom layer and
the MMoE structure.

Treatment (Co-Training): co-train sparse and dense tasks with
the shared bottom layer and the MMoE structure as shown in
Figure 5(b). Besides the treatment that applies no imbalance learning
(IL) on sparse tasks, we explore promising IL strategies from Sec 5.2,
including (1) Sampling: down-sample/up-sample to each sparse
task separately. We experimented with random sampling, sampling
based on task metrics, different sampling ratios, and achieved best
results from negative down-sampling [12, 31] with random samples
till each task becomes a balanced class. (2)Upweighting: upweight
the loss for each sparse task in 𝐿𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 as described in Sec 5.2. We
2Notations for all tables in this paper: bold numbers are the best results for a metric,
and numbers with * are significant with 95% Confidence Interval in live experiments.
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Weight Selection 𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑤 label mean 1e-3 𝑇𝑛𝑒𝑤 label mean 1e-4
Strategy AUC(𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑤 ) 𝐴𝑈𝐶 (T𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑠𝑡 ) Overall Enjoyment 𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑤 Metric 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑠𝑡 Metric AUC(𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑤 ) 𝐴𝑈𝐶 (T𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑠𝑡 ) Overall Enjoyment 𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑤 Metric 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑠𝑡 Metric

Handpick (100% data) 0.795 0.792 - - - 0.764 0.795 - - -
US 0.772 0.791 -0.16%* -3.80%* -0.49%* 0.744 0.794 -0.16%* -1.60%* -0.49%*
UR 0.790 0.790 -0.50%* 1.93%* -1.49%* 0.754 0.793 -0.50%* -0.10%* -1.49%*

Ours (5% data) 0.772 0.791 -0.16% -3.80% -0.49% 0.744 0.794 -0.16% -1.60% -0.49%
Ours (10% data) 0.806 0.791 -0.08%* 2.87%* -0.20%* 0.787 0.794 -0.23% 3.91% -0.52%
Ours (20% data) 0.795 0.792 0.00%* 0.00%* 0.00%* 0.764 0.795 0.00%* 0.00%* 0.00%*

Table 3: Offline and live metrics (the higher the better) on different weight selection strategies to add sparse task 𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑤 to the
existing co-training set-up with task set 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑠𝑡 . 𝐴𝑈𝐶 is the averaged AUC for a task set. Live metrics are compared against
Handpick (see Sec 6.3.3 for details). Handpick and Ours are noted with the amount of user log data used in weight selection.

grid searched a unified upweight value for all sparse tasks due to
limited training budgets, which worked well in practice.
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(a) Sparse Tasks Separately Trained (b) Sparse Tasks Co-trained

Figure 5: Different architectures for sparse task training in
MTL. (a) trains sparse tasks separately from dense tasks
(Control), with only input features shared. (b) co-trains
sparse tasks with dense tasks (Treatment), with most layers
shared and imbalance learning applied to sparse tasks only.

Table 4 presents live results for Treatment models against the
Control. Besides Overall Enjoyment, we present task-specific met-
rics for sparse tasks, e.g. number of user likes/dislikes, and metrics
for dense tasks, e.g. rate of users completing most of the videos.
We have the following observations: (1) Compared to separately
training sparse tasks, co-training sparse and dense tasks without
applying IL techniques greatly degrades model quality. This is con-
sistent with other observations [6]; (2) Co-training with sparse
task upweighting achieves overall better performance than sepa-
rately training sparse tasks; (3) Increasing upweight value tends to
improve sparse task metrics while hurting dense task metrics. A
good trade-off happens around upweight 50. We also find that by
parameter sharing of co-training, model parameters reduce by 60%.

Imbalance Overall Task 1 Metric Task 2 Metric Task 3 Metric
Learning (IL) Enjoyment (Sparse) (Sparse) (Dense)
No IL Applied -0.44%* -7.14%* -9.92%* 1.31%*
Sampling -0.01% -7.46%* -3.24%* 0.08%*

Upweighting 10 0.05% -2.96%* -1.01%* 0.53%*
Upweighting 20 0.12%* -2.72%* -0.09% 0.38%*
Upweighting 50 0.29%* 0.78%* 3.07%* -0.11%*
Upweighting 100 0.24%* 2.26%* 3.40%* -0.21%*
Upweighting 1000 -0.63%* 6.61%* 6.96%* -1.13%*

Table 4: Live metrics (the higher the better) on applying dif-
ferent IL strategies on the sparse task co-trained set-up (Fig-
ure 5(b)), vs. the sparse task separately trained (Figure 5(a)).

6.3.3 Meta Learning for Weight Selection. Despite considerable
model improvement, there are limitations for the upweighting tech-
nique in Sec 6.3.2. First, it applies a unified weight that cannot be
customized for different sparse tasks. Second, weight selection by
grid searching from live experiments is expensive and takes long to
iterate. To investigate efficient weight selection, we follow Sec 5.3
to formally define the problem as: given a co-train set-up as Fig-
ure 5(b), an existing task set 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑠𝑡 , a new sparse task 𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑤 to be

added, select a weight𝑤𝑛𝑒𝑤 ∈ [1, 1000] that optimizes the overall
model performance. We compare the following strategies:

Uniform Scaling (US) [38]: 𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑤 is always assigned a uniform
weight 1.0 as all other tasks.

Uncertainty Reweighting (UR) [24]: a popular approach to
learn multitask weights simultaneously by using homoscedastic
task uncertainty (i.e. task-dependent uncertainty).𝑤𝑛𝑒𝑤 is learnt
instead of chosen from𝑊 .

Handpick (Control): grid search𝑤𝑛𝑒𝑤 by livemetrics, i.e.Over-
all Enjoyment and task-specific metrics.

Meta Learner (Ours): train 𝐺 on 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑠𝑡 and choose𝑤𝑛𝑒𝑤 that
optimizes 𝐺 ’s prediction of combined metrics𝑀 (Sec 5.3).

For each of the above mentioned method, we train a separate
model with its selected 𝑤𝑛𝑒𝑤 on 100% user logs for offline/live
experiment comparison. For 𝑤𝑛𝑒𝑤 selection, while no additional
training for US and UR, Handpick needs models trained for each
𝑤 ∈𝑊 on 100% user logs. Though Ours method also needs multiple
models to collect training data for 𝐺 , it requires only a portion of
user logs (as offline metrics are more robust to the usage of user
logs) with several 𝑤 values. We report the usage of user logs in
𝑤𝑛𝑒𝑤 selection for Ours and Handpick for efficiency comparison.

We present results on two sparse tasks with different label means
in Table 3, and omit similar results for other tasks. We compare
AUC for offline metrics, and report live metrics compared against
Handpick, as it is supposed to have the best live performance by def-
inition. Live metrics include Overall Enjoyment, and task-specific
metrics. 𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑤 Metric evaluates 𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑤 and varies for the specific task,
e.g. number of user likes/dislikes. 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑠𝑡 Metric evaluates existing
tasks and can be consistent across different 𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑤 for fair compari-
son, e.g. metrics from dense tasks like the rate of users completing
most of the SFVs. We have consistent observations: (1) Ours can
achieve comparable live performance with Handpick; (2) Compared
to Handpick, Ours determines weights more efficiently, e.g. us-
ing 20% data and without enumerating on every𝑤 ∈𝑊 . Without
relying on all the training data nor numerous live experiments for
weight selection, it saves iteration time from days to weeks.

7 CONCLUSION
We focus on unique challenges in SFV recommendation with the
absence of clicks and provide solutions for optimizing user engage-
ments. Specifically, we identified the existence of watch trail biases,
and severe task conflicts when co-training extremely sparse and
skewed tasks. We introduced two novel components to a MMoE
based MTL framework to mitigate trail biases and task conflicts in
a light-weighted yet effective way. We evaluated our framework
on a real-world large dataset and launched to production.
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